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WARNING: This manual is meant to provide general information about Power Reducer. Some 
pargraphs and sentences might refer ONLY to one specific version of Power Reducer 
(Power Reducer SA or Power Reducer E4U). Check carefully the documentation and 
take note of possible suggestions.
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Product Overview
Power Reducer is a load diverter designed to automatically divert the excess energy produced from a PV system to a 
resistive load, such as an immersion tank, rather than exporting to the GRID.
There are 2 different versions of Power Reducer, which provide 2 distinct modes of controlling the diversion of the 
surplus generated energy.

Stand Alone (SA)
The Stand Alone version comprises of the Power Reducer SA and a Current Transformer (CT). The CT detects the en-
ergy exchange with the GRID and in particular the energy flow directions. Thus it distinguishes when the household is 
drawing energy to satisfy consumption or exporting when the PV system is generating surplus to requirement.

Elios4you (E4U)
This second version of the Power Reducer provides the measurements and commands that are managed through Eli-
os4you and its mobile application interface with dedicated graphics.
Elios4you features 2 Current Transformers (CT), one to detect the energy exchanged with the GRID and the other to 
monitor the energy generated by the PV installation. The mobile application interface allows detailed understanding of 
the PV system and a more refined control over the generated power by means of the Power Reducer (E4U)

Both versions of the Power Reducer perform the same basic functionality, which is to divert surplus generated power to 
a resistive load such as the immersion tank even when this surplus power is less than the rated power required by the 
resistive load. The Power Reducer accomplishes this feat by modulating the load to force it to operate at the lower rating 
in a continuous manner over time, thus avoiding the need to import energy for this load from the GRID.

Example: Supplying a 1700W resistive load with say a 400W surplus from the PV system. In this case the Power Re-
ducer will warm the resistive load with just 400W avoiding any drawing of the 1300W of power from the GRID which 
would normally take place without the Power Reducer.
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Stand Alone (SA) version Elios4you (E4U) version
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Main features
Suply Voltage:                                      230V ±15%
Supply Frequency:     50 Hz
Load Size:                                                 3 kW     -    Max 3,2 kW
Load Current:                                       13 A      -    Max 16 A
Analog Input (0-10Vdc):               0-10Vdc
                                                                       Reading accuracy: ±1%
                                                                      Input impedence:~5 KOhm
Power:                          PWM a 19,2 KHz Working Temperature:                   from -5°C to 40°C
Protection rate:                              IP 20
Weight:                                                             3,9 Kg
Dimensions:

3
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System Requirements
The electrical load (immersion) connected to a Power Reducer has to be a pure resistive load that does not exceed the 
related power of Power Reducer itself (3kW).

(E4U ONLY) The firmware version installed on the Elios4you TOP must be V1054 build 72 or higher. The system can 
not work properly with older firmware versions. Check the version from the App in the “Update” menu. If necessary, 
update the App by clicking “Update App via 4-Cloud”. It is then suggested to select “Install Firmware” to update the 
device with the latest firmware version from App.

(E4U ONLY) It is necessary that the installation of Elios4you is completed correctly before proceeding with the installa-
tion of Power Reducer. Verify the orientation of CTs (Current Transformer) and the correct wiring of Elios4you. Make sure 
that the App shows the proper values of the energy flows of the system, making sure that the Elios4you LEDs diagnosis 
confirms the flows of energy represented by the graphics. For further information, check the Elios4you documentation.
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Installation4

Warning: The wiring MUST be carried out by a qualified technician.

Warning: Connect the device to a line adequately protected against short circuits and heat overloads in excess of 
                 the applicable maximum rated power.

Warning: Connect the device as set out by local regulations.

Warning: Do not perform any wiring while the device is powered up.

4.1 General instructions

4.2 Positioning

When choosing where to install Power Reducer, you must consider the following factors:

a) location of the power cable of the immersion

b) recirculating air

c) (E4U ONLY) distance between Power Reducer and Elios4you            
The length of the 0-10V connection cables between Power Reducer and Elios4you must not exceed 10 meters.

0-10 V        max 10m

230 V ~ 230 V ~

Power Reducer shares the same power source as the resistive load. Install the Power Reducer along the path 
followed by the cable of the immersion.

Power Reducer must be positioned in an area with adequate ventialtion, in order to have a an efficient cooling 
system. As far as possible, choose open areas with windows, avoiding closets or narrow spaces.
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230 V ~ 230 V ~

Stand Alone (SA) version

Elios4you (E4U) version
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4.3 Ventilation
It is very important to provide good ventilation to the 
Power Reducer to facilitate effective control of the 
operating temperature of the device. To do this, it is 
necessary to install Power Reducer vertically, posi-
tioning the cable downwards.  

Ensure that there is adequate spacing around the 
Power Reducer (minimum of 7cm) in particular the 
top and bottom for adequate flow of air.

MIN 7 cm

MIN 7 cm

4.4 Mounting
Power Reducer can be mounted fixing it to the wall with 4 screws (not supplied). The size and type of screws have 
to be suited to the weight of the Power Reducer and the type of wall.

WARNING:  Do NOT use the Power Reducer directly as a template for the holes. This use may damage the device
                    beyond repair. Utilise the template attached at the end of this document.
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Pantone 368C
C=57 M=0 Y=100 K=0

Pantone 158C
C=0 M=61 Y=97 K=0

Grigio 70%
C=0 M=0 Y=0 K=70

Nero
C=0 M=0 Y=0 K=0
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Wiring5

Household

L

N

L

L N

Generation 
meter

Mains meter

Switchboard

Pantone 368C
C=57 M=0 Y=100 K=0

Pantone 158C
C=0 M=61 Y=97 K=0

Grigio 70%
C=0 M=0 Y=0 K=70

Nero
C=0 M=0 Y=0 K=0

N

Power ReducerImmersion

16
A

power supply

GRID
PV inverter

5.1 Wiring Power Reducer SA (ONLY) - Example
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power supply

Towards the 
mains meter

Green point
Towards the 

residual-current 
circuit breaker

WARNING: CT orientation

K L

Arrow and “L” 
pointing towards the  

residual-current 
circuit breaker
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Power Reducer SA (ONLY) - General wiring

Towards the immersion

16A 
circuit breaker

Towards power 
supply

WARNING: 
3-core cable 

Minumum dimension: 
2,5 mm2

Terminal  1 Terminal 2

+1
0 

V
C

trl

L G
N

D
N

Fuse 16A
Categ. FF

L G
N

D
N

Terminal 3

Current Transformer Bypass switch 
for system 

override 
(optional)

TA
 +

TA
 -

WARNING: 
label reporting the firmware 

version uploaded:
it must be 1.2 o bigger

!

!

Power Reducer - Terminals

Terminal 1 - Towards the resistive load (up to 3 kW)

Terminal 3 - Power supplyTerminal 2 - CT wiring

Terminal 2 bis - clean contact - OPTIONAL

1
2
3

1
2

1
2

L (phase)
GND
N (neutral)

TA +  (red or white wires)
TA -   (black or brown wires)

N (neutral)
GND
L (phase @ 230V)

+10V
Ctrl



SECONDARY 
SwitchBoard
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Household

L

N

L

L N

Generation 
meter

Mains meter

Green point Switchboard

Mains CT

Pantone 368C
C=57 M=0 Y=100 K=0

Pantone 158C
C=0 M=61 Y=97 K=0

Grigio 70%
C=0 M=0 Y=0 K=70

Nero
C=0 M=0 Y=0 K=0

Generation CT

N

Power ReducerImmersion

16
A

0-10V connection 
between Elios4you 

and Power Reducer
(max 10 meters)

1A

power supply

GRID
PV inverter

ALTERNATIVE installation example

Main Switchboard

Towards the generation  
meter

0-10V Connection

Towards the 
immersion

5.2  Wiring Power Reducer E4U (ONLY) - Example

If the space in the main consumer unit is already full, you 
can install a secondary panel enclosure.

WARNING: 
Current Transformers have to be installed inside the main 
consumer unit and positioned in the correct direction: the 
green dot should be pointing towards the residual-current 
circuit breaker.
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power supply
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Terminal 1 Terminal 2

Terminal 3

Terminal 4
E4U supply
OPTIONAL

Towards the 
immersion

+1
0 

V
C

trl
G

N
D

16 A
circuit 

breaker

Towards power 
supply

+1
0 

V
C

trl
G

N
D

WARNING: 3-core cable 
MIN dimension: 2,5 mm2

V 0 E
ar

th

V0 E
ar

th V

0
Earth

Towards
E4U 0-10V 

input
- Max 10 m -

Firmware
version

Power Reducer - Terminals
Terminal 1 - Towards the immersion

Terminal 3 - Supply

Terminal 2 - Connections E4U

Terminal 4 - E4U supply (OPTIONAL)

1
2
3

V (phase)
0 (neutral)
Earth

1
2
3

+10V
Ctrl
GND

1
2
3 V (phase) 230V

Earth
0 (neutral)

1
2
3

V (phase) 230V
Earth
0 (neutral)

Power Reducer E4U (ONLY) - General wiring

Fuse 
16A

Cat FF
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- Serial Number from 1 to 99 -

Terminal 2

Towards the 
immersion

+1
0 

V
C

trl
G

N
D

16 A
circuit 

breaker

+1
0 

V
C

trl
G

N
D

WARNING: 3-core cable 
MIN dimension: 2,5 mm2

Towards
E4U 0-10V 

input
- Max 10 m -

Firmware
version

Fuse 
16A

Cat FF

- Serial Number from 100 onwards -

Terminal 3

Terminal 4
E4U supply
OPTIONAL

L G
N

D
N

L G
N

D L
N

NG
N

D

Terminal 1

1
2
3

L (phase)
GND
N (neutral)

1
2
3

+10V
Ctrl
GND

1
2
3 N (neutral)

GND
L (phase) 230V

1
2
3

L (phase) 230V
GND
N (neutral)

Terminal 1 - Towards the immersion

Terminal 3 - Supply

Terminal 2 - Connections E4U

Terminal 4 - E4U supply (OPTIONAL)

Power Reducer - Terminals

Towards power 
supply
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The wiring of Power Reducer is composed of 2 distinct areas: “supply” connections and “control” connections
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L NG
N

D

- Power Reducer version with Serial Number from 1 to 99 -

5.3  Wiring the supply connections

from the
 power supplyTowards the immersion

Live-phase cable

Power Reducer

WARNING: 

16 A
Circuit 

Breaker

Towards the 
power supply

Towards the 
immersrion

Terminal 1 V 0 E
ar

th

V0 E
ar

th
The power supply is carried by the same cable that feeds the load itself. Cut the cable of the immersion 
(or replace the old cable with a new one) so that the two ends can be connected to terminals 1 and 3 of 
Power Reducer, as shown below. 

WARNING:   before you cut the immersion cable, make sure it remove these words and switched OFF.

WARNING:   the power supply cable must be a three-core cable. Each single wire must have a minumum cross
                      section of 2,5 mm2

WARNING:   protect the cable that supplies the Power Reducer with a 16A circuit breaker or with an appropriate fuse

NL G
N

D

- Power Reducer version with Serial number over 100 -

possible measurements made with amperometric clamps must be detected on the live-phase cable that 
connects the power source to the Power Reducer. Measurements detected on the wire directed towards 
the resistive load (immersion) will be inaccurate, due to the influence generated by high-frequency 
energy modulation signals.

Towards the 
immersrion

16 A
Circuit 

Breaker

Towards the 
power supply

Terminal 1

!
!

!

!
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Terminal 2

+1
0 

V
C

trl
G

N
D

IN
 0

-1
0V

 (1
6)

O
U

T 
0-

10
V

 (1
7)

G
N

D
 0

-1
0V

 (1
8)

IN
 0

-1
0V

 (1
3)

O
U

T 
0-

10
V

 (1
5)

G
N

D
 0

-1
0V

 (1
4)

Elios4you single-phase Elios4you PRO three-phase

re
la

y 
-

re
la

y 
+

fa
n 

-

fa
n 

+
nt

c

nt
c

TA TA +1
0V

GN
D

Ct
rl

A B GN
D

Power Reducer - Details of Terminal 2 

Connection 0-10V
MAX lenght: 10 m

5.4.2) connection between Power Reducer and Elios4you (Power Reducer E4U ONLY)

The connection between Power Reducer and Elios4you is via a shielded three-core cable (3 x 0.5 or 
2 x 0.25 + braid). The maximum cable lenght is 10 meters. The wiring must be carried out taking care to 
match the terminals between Elios4you and Power Reducer. 
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Power Reducer E4U single-phase E4U three-phase Ref cable

+10V

Ctrl

GND

IN 0-10V (16) 

OUT 0-10V (17)

GND 0-10V (18)

IN 0-10V (13)

OUT 0-10V (15)

GND 0-10V (14)

Cable matching

L NG
N

D

Terminal 2

+1
0 

V
C

trl

Fuse 16A
Categ. FF

Terminal 3

Current Transformer

Bypass switch 
for system 

override 
(optional)

TA
 +

TA
 -

WARNING: 
label reporting the firmware 

version uploaded:
it must be 1.2 o bigger

!
Morsetto 1

5.4  Wiring the “control connections”
5.4.1) connection between Power Reducer and Current Transformer + Bypass switch (Power Reducer SA ONLY)
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6.5)  Check the LEDs on the front panel of Elios4you and make sure they report the correct feed-back 
        from the device 

6.3)  Repeat the procedure for the Live-phase from the Mains electrical meter

WARNING:  place the CT making sure that the green point is directed towards the Residual-Current Circuit Breaker

WARNING:  make sure that all the household electrical appliances are connected to the electrical system in between
                     the 2 CTs and the related meters. Otherwise, the resulting measurements will not be reliable. 

WARNING:  any change to the CT cable length would lead to an increased error rate in data collection. 4-noks does
                     not recommed such alteration of the device.

6.4)  Power Elios4you measuring device as shown on the wiring scheme, paying attention to the 
        phases sequence

b) Grab the GENERATION CT c) Securely clampthe CT over the Live-
    phase cable

from RCCB to the meter

6.2)  Carry out the connections

a) Identify the Live-phase that comes from 
    the GENERATION meter

Mains Generation

Household

NN

LL

NL

Generation - WHITE

Exchange - YELLOW
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Elios4you Installation - (Power Reducer E4U ONLY)6

6.1)  Mount Elios4you on DIN rail within the consumer unit

1

A

Before mounting Elios4you, remove the sticker / label stating USER 
and PASSWORD. Store it in a safe place to access the dashboard.

WARNING: the device must be installed inside an electrical panel. Use the appro-
priate caution to let the the Radio Transmitter inaccessible to the end 
user, ensuring at the same time the possibility of operation by skilled 
personnel during technical assistance.

- if it is not possible to fit Elios4you inside the general switchboard, you will need to use an additional panel enclo-
sure -

WARNING: 
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Click “Peripherals” To activate Power Reducer it 
necessary to activate DAC-
mode. Pressing the indicated 
area, a drop-down menu ap-
pears, allowing the selection  
of 2 different options. To con-
figure the device, select “Pow-
     er Reducer” and confirm 
      with “OK”
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Settings (Power Reducer E4U ONLY)7

Before using and managing Power Reducer properly, it is necesary to set the parameters needed to ensure it functions 
correctly.

To set these parameters, the Elios4you app must be previously downloaded and installed on a smartphone or tablet and 
the system configuration must have been completed successfully. Once the Wizard procedure is finished, follow the steps 
below.

Press the “MENU” button Select “Parameter Settings”1 2

3 4
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User operation (Power Reducer E4U ONLY)8
When the “Power Reducer” mode is activated, you can select between 3 different modes of operation through the Eli-
os4you App ( Menu / System Settings / Peripherals - DAC Mode - Power Reducer ).

Find below a brief description of the modes:

Automatic (recommended):
Power Reducer activates after passing the “Set Point” value

Off:
The immersion connected to the Power Reducer is turned off.

Boost:
The load connected to Power Reducer is forced to operate according to the parameters set (% of power and 
duration) without considering the actual energy generated from the PV system and the energy exchanged
with the GRID.

Pag    15

Set the value of the “load” con-
nected to the Power Reducer. 

Set the “Set Point”

Press the “Ok” button and 
then the house-shaped button  
left to return to the main page 
of the app (System Activity)

Now the App home page “En-
ergy Performance” shows the 
Power Reducer widget.

Click the          button to open 
the context menu.

Select among the 3 available 
modes the option that fits bet-
ter the end-user needs.

now the widget displays the 
power that is diverted to the 
Power Reducer. 

When the “Boost” mode is 
selected in the previous step, 
then a new screen appears on 
the display (Boost Setting).

“Power” allows to set the pow-
er to direct towards the resis-
tive load, expressed as a per-
centage (0-100%).

Set the duration of “Boost” 
mode and click “OK” to con-
tinue.

There are some differences in 
what is shown by the widget 
according to the mode selected: 

1.  Value that shows the energy diverted to the Power Reducer

2.  The colour of the bar is now yellow (Boost Mode) instead
     of blu (Automatic Mode)

3.  Progress indicator based on the parameter “Time”, availa-
     ble when the “Time” option selected is “Automatic”

 “Boost” mode

5 6

7
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Advanced settings (Power Reducer E4U ONLY)10

On the “Power Reducer Settings” page, it is possible to set the “Load” and “Set Point” values. It is also possible to tick the 
option “Advanced settings”, enabling the access to the following regulations:

Integration time:
Integration time of the regulation algorithm

Proportional constant:
Proportional parameter of the regulation algorithm

Integral constant:
Integral parameter  of the regulation algorithm

Derivative constant:
Derivative parameter of the regulation algorithm
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Control Parameters (Power Reducer E4U ONLY)9
Accessing the Power Reducer Menu settings, from Eios4you App it is possible to set the following Control Parameters:

Immersion:
Load power controlled through the Power Reducer
Valid values: 0 - 3000 W.     Default value: 1000 W

Set point:
Level of energy exchanged with the GRID acting on the controlled device
Valid values: - 30000  up to + 30000 W.     Default value: 0 W

0 W: setting this value, the system tries to use only the energy generated from the PV system by varying the 
power supplied to the immersion. This is the solution where self consumption is optimized.
E.g.: Set Point = 0        The system amends the power aiming at “0” exchanged energy

- xxxx W: setting a negative value, the system is forced to consume more energy than the amount of energy 
generated. In this way, the lack of energy is compensated by energy purchased from the GRID and the im-
mersion operates at higher regimes.
E.g.: Set Point = - 200        The system adjusts the immersion power so that the system purchases 200 W

+ xxxx W: setting a positive value, the system reduces the energy consumed, so that is lower than the energy 
generated. The excess energy is sold to the GRID and the immersion operates at lower regimes.
E.g.: Set Point = 100        The system adjusts the immersion power so that the system sells 100 W

! WARNING: Advanced parameters must be accessed for extra-ordinary and specific debugging operations ONLY. 
The final user MUST NOT alterate these parameters for any reasons, since they control the algorithm  operations 
and can cause system crashes.
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LED and push-button11
Power Reducer features 3 LEDs that provide status and mode of operation, plus a multi-function button.

LED 1

LED 2

LED 3

Push-button

DESCRIPTION BEHAVIOUR OPERATION

LED 1

LED 2

LED 3

Push-button

GREEN light (steady) When ON, the device is supplied properly

YELLOW light (blinking) Frequency of blinking depends on the amount 
of energy diverted.

- LED off: divertion 0% (Power Reducer NOT 
operating)
- LED steady on: divertion 100% (Power 
Reducer is supply the immersion with FULL 
power)

When on, the BOOST mode is active. BOOST 
option allows the immersion to receive FULL 
power for 60 minutes, regardless of the en-
ergy generated by the photovoltaic system

When pushed, the button manually enable / 
disable the BOOST mode

RED light (steady)

GREEN LED is steady ON

GREEN LED is steady ON

GREEN LED flashing: 
> frequency > energy read by CT

YELLOW LED flashing: 
> frequency > energy to immersion

YELLOW LED is OFF

RED LED is OFF

RED LED is OFF

YELLOW LED is OFF

RED LED blinks quickly 3 times 
alongside 3 quick beeps

Power Reducer is working pro-
perly, and the resistive load is sup-
plied with any surplus energy 

Installation successfully 
completed

Power Reducer is working in      “0-
10V mode”: the device does not 
detect any voltage variation out of 
the CT

Possible causes: CT wires not 
connected; OR no electricity de-
tected out of the CT. 
Check the correct installation / 
wiring of the CT.

ERROR !

Verify the correct installation of the 
Power Reducer, checking: 
- CT orientation,
- which cable is clamped by the CT,
- the sequence of colours / wires, 
- the connections between termi-
  nals TA+ and TA- on the Power 
  Reducer side

LED behaviour Power Reducer 
behaviour Suggestions

Switching from SA version to E4U (0-10V) version12
Providing that the installer has available the related material to complete the kit, it is possible to switch from version 
Stand Alone (SA) to version Elios4you (E4U or 0-10V) and vice-versa. Follow the procedure:
      1) turn off the Power Reducer and wait for 5 seconds;
       2) press the push-button and switch on the Power Reducer. Keep the button pressed until you can hear the device
          beeping (aprox 5 seconds). 

TAKE NOTE THAT:    1 beep = from SA version to E4U version 
                                  2 beeps = from E4U version to SA version

Stand Alone (SA) version

Elios4you (E4U or 0-10V) version



Disposal15
Packaging
The packaging delivered alongside the Power Reducer can be reused as long as it is kept in good conditions. As waste, the packaging is to be treated 
as “urban waste”. Do not abandon the packaging but dispose it properly according to the national law.

INFORMATION
according to the Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment Directive (WEEE Directive  -  European Community directive 2002/96/EC)
 
• The symbol adopted by the European Council, reported on the appliance, indicates that the item has been release on the market and 
that it (Power Reducer and all its components) should not be dumped with normal household waste, but sorted and disposed of in appro-
priate authorised disposal facilities, such as those found at municipal waste sites.
• Get in touch with manufacturer / seller / supplier or other organizations registered with the National Register to know more about Local Authorised 
Disposal Facilities. Waste originated from domestic use (or similar origin) can de disposed in regular domestic separate waste collection areas.
• Users of electrical and electronic equipment from private households have the possibility of returning WEEE free of charge to the supplier / retailer 
when buying new devices with similar features than the older ones. Suppliers and retailers will then get in touch with the subject in charge for the 
appliance withdrawal / disposal.
• A proper waste disposal allows the reuse, recycling and other forms of recovery of such wastes so as to reduce the disposal of waste (lower volume 
of waste sent to incinerators or land-fills brings to natural resources will thus be conserved). It also allows to reduce the potential negative effect on 
the environment and on the human health caused by the improper waste treatment.
• Unauthorised and illegal disposal carried by user brings to national penalities according to Directives 91/1567/CE and 91/689/CE.

CE Norms14
According to the European norms 2004/108/CE - Electro Magnetic Compliance e 2006/95/CE - Low Voltage Directive, 4-noks s.r.l. declares that the 
device named Power Reducer is in compliance with the following norms:

       EN 55014-1: Electromagnetic compatibility - Requirements for households appliances, eclectric tools and similar apparatus - Part 1: Emissions

      EN 55014-2: Electromagnetic compatibility - Requirements for households appliances, eclectric tools and similar apparatus - Part 2: Immunity 
      - Product family standard

       EN 61000-3-2: Electromagnetic compatibility - Part 3-2: Limits - Limits for harmonic current emissions (equipment input current <= 16 A per phase

      EN 61000-3-3:2008 Electromagnetic compatibility - Part 3-3: Limits - Limitation of voltage changes, voltage fluctuations and flicker in public
      low-voltage supply systems, for equipment with rated current <= 16 A per phase and not subject to conditional connection.

      EN 60335-1: Household and similar electrical appliances - Safety - Part 1: General requirements

WARNING! This appliance is not to be used by children or persons with reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities or by people who do not have 
the proper experience or qualification, unless under control or properly taught by a person who is responsible for their own safety.

WARNING! Power Reducer is not a toy. Children must be supervised to make sure they do not play with this device.

Troubleshooting13

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION SOLUTION

The protection of Power Reducer (16 A cir-
cuit breaker or installed between Power Re-
ducer and the power supply) has failed

The protection of immersion (fuse installed 
between Power Reducer and immersion) 
has burned out.

Do NOT reactivate the protection.
Technical assistance is required. Proper technical assistance can be provided only by qualified 
personnel trained to manage possible short circuits on the device power supply elements

Technical assistance is required. Proper technical assistance can be provided only by qualified 
personnel trained to change the blown fuse with another one with the same features: 
16 A    Cat FF
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Template16
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Download the template from www.4-noks.com/ftp and print it in A4 size.
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Notes17


